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W.H.S. Jones , in the introduction to his English
translation of th e Collected Writings of Hippocrates
states:
"Primitive man regards everything he cannot
explain as the work of a god. To him, the abnormal,
the unusual, is d ivin e .. .. The fifth century B.C.
witnessed the supre e effort of the Greeks to cast
aside this incubus in all spheres of thought.
They
came to realize that to attribute an event to the
action of a god leaves us just where we were, and that
to call normal phenomena natural and abnormal divine is
to introduce an unsci entific dualism, in that what is
divine (because y sterious) in one generation may be
natural (because und erstood) in the next, while, on the
other hand, however fully we may understand a
phenomenon, there ust always be a mysterious and
unexplained element in it. All phenomena are equally
divine and equa lly natural."
[1]
My first purpose is to affirm Jones' statement by
examining the work of a Byzantine physicianencyclopedist of the seventh century A.D., Paul of
Aegina. The work of Hippocrates ushe red in the
"scientific age " of the Greco-Roman era; the works of
the Byzantines at the end of the seventh century marked
its close. Thus , in examining Byzantine texts we may
hope to see the summation of the Hellenistic effort to
maintain a scient ific basis for their understanding of
their world; that is, the ongoing renunciation of a
supernatural explanation of mysterious events in favor
of an attempt to discover natural causes through
careful obser vation .
As Professor Charles Diehl remarks:
"The History of the Byzantine Empire,
notwithstand ing the numerous works which have almost
recreated it in the last fifty years, is still the
object of unyielding prejudices, especially in the
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West. To many of our contemporaries it still
appears ... as the continuation and degeneration of the
Roman Empire. Through an unconscious effect of
immemorial jealousies, through a dim recollection of
vanished religious passions, we still judge the Greeks
of the Middle Ages, as did the Crusaders, who did not
understand them, and the popes, who excommunicated
them .... [For] a thousand years, Byzantium lived, and
not merely as a result of a fortunate hazardj she lived
gloriously; and that it should be so, she must have had
within her something besides vices .... Face to face with
barbarism, she was the center of a wonderful
civilization -the most fastidious, the most refined,
that the Middle Ages knew in many years." [2]
The second purpose of this paper, then, is to
affirm Diehl's contention regarding the significance of
the Byzantines in the history of scientific medicine.
In Paul of Aegina's text cited below, I hope to
demonstrate the depth and breadth of Byzantine science
as well as its humanism.
Of equal importance, it was
the Byzantines who preserved the scientific tradition
during the Medieval period and pass 7 d it on to the,
Arabic-speaking world. The Arabs, ln t~rn, transmltted
the tradition back to Western Europe prlor to the
Renaissance. The rediscovery of the classics was a
significant contributing factor to the Renaissance and
the Modern Era.
Practically nothing is known of the personal life
of Paul. He was apparently born on the island of
Aegina in the Saronic Gulf. The Isthmus of Corinth
separates the Gulf of Corinth to the north fr~m th7
Saronic Gulf to the south. The Island of Aeglna lles
in the Gulf, southwest of Salamis and the port of
Piraeus. Paul lived the greater part of his life,
however, in Alexandria during the first half of the
seventh century, remaining there after the Arabic
invasion. His encyclopedia in seven books is based
largely on the works of Oribasios and Galen.
Claudius Galen is known, at least by name, to
medical and non-medical persons alike since he ranks
second only to Hippocrates as a physician of historical
importance in the Ancient World.
Born in Pergamon in
131 A.D. he spanned the second century (he died in 201
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A.D.) and wrote nearly one hundred books covering the
gamut of medical subjects.
Oribasios is less well
known except to scholars of medical history.
Suffice
it to say that he was a friend and physician to Julian
the Apostate, practiced in Constantinople during his
lifetime (325-403 A.D.) and wrote an extensive
Encyclopedia of Medicine in seventy volumes.
since Paul of Aegina's opus was translated into
Arabic by Hunain, early after the conquest of
Alexandr ia, Paul's encyclopedia had a significant
influence upon the medicine of the Arabic speaking
physicians in conveying the science of Hellenistic
Medicine to them. The great Ara bic physicians, Ibn
Sina (Avicenna ) , Haly Abbas and al-Razi (Rhazes) quote
Paul extensively in their own works.
Relyi ng on extanxt texts, primarily those printed
in 1528 and 155 3 by the Aldine Press, Francis Adams
undertook an English translati on and commentary of
Paul's work which the Sydenham Society published in
1844.
This is the historiogra phic source of my paper.
The part icular portion of Paul's work upon which I
focus is his discussion of Lycanthropy or the Werewolf.
Etymologic ally the term "werewolf" derives from Old
English "wer" or Latin "vir" or Sanskrit "viras"
(meaning 'man' ) and Old English "Wulf" or Sanskrit
"vricas" (ori ginally mea ning 'robber '); Together, then,
the term "Vira s Vricas" or " Wer Wulf " means "Man
Robbert" or "Ma n Wolf".
The concept of trans ogr i ficati on appears in the
mythology of most cultures.
An early reference, which
gives it the Greek name Lycanthropy derives from the
myth of Lycaon, King of Arcadia.
Zeus visited him in
disguise, but the king was suspicious of his guest's
true identify and to test it offered him a meal of
human flesh.
The outrages Zeus, to punish this
impiety, struck Lycaon's two sons dead with a
thunderbolt and changed Lycaon into a wolf.
The story of Nebuchadnezzar in the Old Testament
is a Hebrew version.
The quotation can be found in the
Book of Daniel, chapter IV, verses 25 through 30:
"All this came upon the king Nebuchadnezza r.
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"At the end of twelve months he walked in the
palace of the kingdom of Babylon.
"The king spake, and said, Is not this great
Babylon, that I have built for the house of the kingdom
by the might of my power, and for the honour of my
majesty?
[He was bragging and failed to acknowledge
God]
"While the word was in the king's mouth, there
fell a voice from heaven, saying, 0 king
Nebuchadnezzar, to thee it is spoken; the kingdom is
departed from thee.
"And they shall drive thee from men, and thy
dwelling shall be with the beasts of the field; they
shall make thee eat grass as oxen, and seven times
shall pass over thee, until thou know that the Most
High ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to
whomsoever he will.
"The same hour was the thing fulfilled upon
Nebuchadnezzar; and he was driven from men, and did eat
grass as oxen, and his body was wet with the dew of
heaven, till his hairs were grown like eagles' feathers
and his nails like birds' claws."
[A graphic and
poetic description that inspired a painting by William
Blake]
In Scandinavian folklore, the belief is that a man
is transformed into a bear; the wolf is popular on the
European Continent; jaguars appear to be the animal of
choice in South America; and leopards and hyenas are
mythologized in Asia and Africa. Modern
anthropological study reveals that lycanthropy plays an
important part in shamanistic or "medicine man"
practice, as well.
Self-induced or drug-induced
trance-like states of the shamnan are thought to
enhance the power of the shaman.
Underlying this large body of primitive folklore
and practice from various parts of the world is the
f act that under certain conditions, men will behave as
if they were animals, generally believing that they
r eo A recently as 1988 and 1990, Keck and Kulick at
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McLea n Hospita and the Departmen t of Psychiatry of
Harvard edica School reported on 17 recent cases that
they identif "ed "th the syndrome .
[6] The McLean
group est ablished cr "ceria upon which to hang their
diagnostic hat.
at they prede termined was that if
the patient re ported verba ly, duri ng intervals of
lucidity or retr ospect " e y, that he or she was a
particular animal or " f the indiv idual behaved in a
manner reminisce n of a particul ar animal, i.e.
howling, growli ng, craw " g on all fours, etc. the
investigators wou ld co c de that the patient was a
Lycanthrope.
In this gro p of very sick individuals
(all but one border " e case wer e diagnosed as severe
manic-depressive il ess or schiz ophrenia) there were
five wolves, four dogs, two cats, a tiger, one rabbit,
one bird, one ger bi , a d two unspecified critters.
The majority of these persons recovered from their
illness with trea
t. One did not.
His story is
illustrative of a
er Lyca nthrope:
"The pat ient ':"s a 26 - y ear old single man,
gainfully emp loyed as a resear ch scientist, who
presented for outpaL "e t tr eatment of a recurrence of
major depress ion.
"In the ini a
ervi ew, he incidentally
reported that , as a
he had always suspected that
he was a cat, a nd
confirmed by the family cat,
Tiffany, after s e
to 'speak cat' at age
11 .... When alo ne , e
co regularly hunt with cats,
to eat small prey a
eat, to have sexual activity
with cats in se r ' a
ous relati onships, and to
converse with the
e wi g and feli ne gestures. He
reports that the ac _
"es have been continuous and
are not conf ined to e sodes of depression. He
frequently v isits ~ " ger s at zoos, talks with them in
tiger language, pets
e through bars and collects
their loose fur.
e previousl y unsure what kind of
cat he was, by age
he had concluded that he was a
tiger-like cat d e to h "s large size and affinity to
tigers.
For the past
yea rs, his greatest but
unrequited love has been a zoo tigress named Dolly,
whom he hoped to eventually release. When she was
recently sold to a zoo in Asia, he wa s inconsolable and
attempted to hang hi self," [7)
I
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In its wildest form, Lycanthropy or the Werewolf
involves behavior which humankind most abhors -murder, cannibalism, desecration of the dead and
necrophagia.
Jeffrey L. Dahmer, the most recent of the
mass killers may very well have lycanthropic tendencies
along with his other problems. At the time of his
arrest, it was reported in one article that he began to
take peculiar mincing steps and he made cat sounds.
Ernest Jones [3] describes the three common elements in
all of the descriptions of the Werewolf and his kin:
1) anima l transformation; 2) nocturnal wandering; and
3) cannibalistic lust.
Little wonder that people in
most ages have viewed this behavior with loathing; have
attempted to deny that this is human behavior; and have
resorted to the non-rational for an explanation of its
cause. What is common to all of t hese myths and
practices is the invocation of the supernatural
-- god's bestowal of power or pun i shment, demons,
familiar spirits, possession, totem ancestors or
reincarnation of the soul.
The following is Paul of Aeg i na's description of
the phenomenon:
"Those labouring under lycanthropia go out during
the night imitating wolves in all things, and lingering
about sepulchres until morning.
You may recognize such
persons by these marks: they are pale, their vision
feeble, their eyes dry, tongue very dry, and the flow
of saliva stopped; but they are thirsty, and their legs
have incurable ulcerations from frequent falls.
Such
are the marks of the disease.
You must know that
lycanthropia is a species of melancholy which you may
cure at the time of the attack, by opening a vein and
abstracting blood to fainting, and giving the patient a
diet of wholesome food.
Let him use baths of sweet
water, and then milk-whey for three days, and purgingwith the hiera from colocynth twice or thrice.
After
the purgings, use the theriac of vipers, and administer
those things mentioned for the cure of melancholy.
When the disease is already formed, use soporific
embrocations, and rub the nostrils with opium when
going to rest." [4]
To those who are unfamiliar with the pharmacopeia
of the Ancents several footnotes are in order.
colocynth or Bitter Apple is an herbaceous plant of the
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Gourd Family, related to watermel ons.
Its pulpy fruit
is a powerful cathartic . A popula r form was a
preparation known as the hiera of Colocynth, introduced
by Rufus of Eph esus, a second century physician.
Regarding the te rm "theriac " , in the days when the
"sport of kings" was poisoning your enemies and
preventing your ene ies from poisoning you, antidotes
or cure-aIls or "theriacs " we re important weapons in
the game. Ther iacs were firs t mentioned by Pliny in
his Natural Hist ory.
It was the name given to the
antidote used by ithrada tes Eupator, the King of
Pontus who was defeated b y Pompey.
It had a remarkably
long popularity, still i ncluded in the U.S.
Pharmacopeia of 1882 . The English word "treacle" is
derived from it.
Since Pa ul, in the text quoted above, refers to
Melancholia and its treatment, it seems appropriate to
quote brief ly from that portion of his writing as well:
"Melancholy is a disorder of the intellect without
fever, occa sioned mostly by a melancholic humour
seizing th e unders tanding; sometimes the brain being
primarily affected, and somet i mes it is altered by
sympathy with the rest of the body .... The common
symptoms of them a re fear, despondency, and
misanthropy; and that they fancy themselves to be,
some, brute ani al s, and imitate their cries; and
others earthen - ve ssels, and are frightened lass they be
broken. So e desire death, and others are afraid of
dying; some laugh constantly, and others weep .... Those
who are s ubject to melancholy from primary affection of
the brain are to be treated with frequent baths and a
wholesome and humi d diet, together with suitable
exhilarat ion of the mind, without any other remedy .... "
[5 ]

Let us turn now to Paul's te x ts and attempt to
analyze what he says to us, his reader. These persons,
Paul states , "go out ... imitating wolves .... ".
It is
quite clear that he recognizes that no transformation
has occurred.
Rather, it is a perception of the
affected person that leads them to behave in an animal
fashion.
Thus, he applies the first principle of
science: he observes and describes what he sees. His
description is brief but graphic. The emphasis is on
characteristic behavior and physical signs . He
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lems and dehydration.
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Ulcerations on the legls,r~:~vention. Their mood 1S
supernatura 1n
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hts are negatlvlst1C.
labile; thelr thoug
,
eful observation, he comes
AS a result of h1S car
lf is suffering from a
, n that the Werewo
to the conclus~o
h' h he is familiar; namely,
disease; one w1th W ~c
invocation of demons,
Melancholia. There lS no
'n
He renounces the
.
" t s or possess~O
.
'b
famil~ar splr~
a natural
cause Wh1Ch
ca~
e
supernatural ~n fa~or ~fh'
scientific understand1ng.
treated on the ba~~s 0
1S
' nosis and follows
The treatment der1ves,from,th~ ~1:? bleeding dietary
Hi ocratic and Galen1c pr1nc1p e .
"
rePlmen hydrotherapy and purging,together w~th the use
OfgoPiu~ for its sedative prop~rtl~s and a tlme-honored
theriac or antidote against p01son1ng.
Measured by today's standard, t~eatment i~ crude,
misguided, naive and has some p~tentlal for dOlng,harm.
However, it is based upon a ratlonal approach derlved
from the emerging science of his time - the Empedoclean
theory of the elements (fire, air, water, and earth,)
and their humoural counterpart in the microcosm, man;
namely, the four humors (blood, yellow bile, mucous and
black bile) which forms the basis of Hippocratic
medicine. Critical to the thesis of my paper, magic,
in any of its forms, is not suggested as the mode of
intervention.
And because the causes are understood in natural
terms, the Werewolf/Melancholic is treated as a
suffering, fellow human being - feed him, bathe him,
comfort him and help him to recover.
This is a far cry, indeed, from the awe or fear
and ostracism which characterized the fate of the
Werewolf in the primitive and ancient world. More
divergent, still, from the late medieval scholars who
debated whether an actual transformation had occurred
or whether the person was merely deceived by the Devil,
but concluded, in either event, that the proper remedy
to save the soul of the misfortunate was the burning of

the body.
Witness the trial of stubbe Peeter on 22 June 1590
whi ch was translated from the Dutch into English by
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George Bores.
According to the text of the trial, the
defendant lived near Collin in high Germany.
From
early youth he was "inclined to ~vil and th~ practising
of wicked arts".
According to h1s own test1mony, he
was given a girdle by the Devil, himself, which, when
worn transformed him into "the likeness of a greedy,
devo~ring wolf, strong and mighty, with eyes great and
large, which in the night sparkled like brands of fire;
a mouth great and wide, with most sharp and cruel
teeth; huge body and might paws."
According to the testimony of witnesses, he
committed murder, incest, cannibalism and other
atrocities over the next twenty-five years throughout
the region.
He was found guilty and condemned to
death. According to the official court records he was
"judged first to have his body laid on a wheel, and
with red hot burning pincers in ten places to have the
flesh pulled off from the bones, after that, his legs
and arms to be broken with a wooden axe or hatchet,
afterward to have his head struck from his body, then
to have his carcass burned to ashes .... After the
execution, there was by the advice of the magistrates
of the town of Bedbur a high pole set up and strongly
framed, which first went through the wheel whereon he
was broken, whereunto also it was first fastened; after
that a little above the wheel the likeness of a wolf
was framed in wood, to show unto all men the shape
wherein he executed those cruelties. Over that on the
top of the stake the sorcerer's head itself was set up,
and round about the wheel there hung as it were sixteen
pieces of wood about a yard in length which represented
the sixteen persons that were perfectly known to be
murdered by him." [8]
In viewing this account and outcome of a case of
Lycanthropy and contrasting it with that of Paul of Aegina, I ho~e ~ have succeeded in my self-appointed
task of.conf1rm1ng Jone's assertion that the Greeks
cast.aslde sup~rs~ition in all spheres of thought and
applled the prlnclples of observation and reason to
unders~and their worl~.
~ ~ope, too, that in bringing
the VOlce o~ Paul, th1s c1t1zen of Byzantium, to you, I
have also glven credence to Professor Diehl's remarks
that face to face with barbarism, the Byzantine Empire
was the center of a wonderful civilization.
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And finally, in citing this sordid, but not
uncommon example of Stubbe Peeter and the behavior of
late Medieval and early Renaissance society toward a
sick fellow-member, I wish to call your attention to
the result of the fundamentalism which led to the
witchcraft beliefs and inquisitorial practices of that
time.
Although the fruits of science and technology
abound in our era, we are well advised to be mindful
that fundamentalism in belief systems persist today,
and, indeed, seem to be on the rise.
Fundamentalism,
unlike Science, does not ask questions regarding
nature; the answers have already been given.
To
question the given is to challenge revealed truth; the
fundament of the belief system. All too frequently,
the reversion to supernatural belief has led to
di sastrous consequences. Although the case of Stube
Peeter occurred some four hundred years ago, it has
been a relatively short time since the last witch was
ha nged in Salem, Massachusetts and in our time a
religious head of state declares that the literary work
o f a writer is blasphemous and offers a bounty for his
murder.
Furthermore, the Japanese publisher who
t ranslated the work is murdered, and an Italian
tr anslator is attacked, but fortunately escapes with
h is life.
In the face of these realities, we cannot
c omplacently rest assured that obscure phenomena will
c ontinue to be subject to the scientific method of
c areful observation in order to determine their natural
o rigin.
Modern day inquisitors, I fear, await to
f erret out and punish heretical notions of science
wh ich undermine the belief system which they espouse.
On the other side of the coin, science and
technology carry with them their own risks to the human
endeavor.
In the scientific quest or in technological
ap plications, the "person" is often forgotten.
Robots
ar e remarkably efficient tools, but devoid of empathy.
~ e hospital patient finds reassurance in a multi-lead
n itor to which he is attached, but longs for a nurse.
~
Orwellian world satisfies needs, but ignores values .
.~ we move further along the path of scientific
' scovery and its practical application in technology,
"e observe increasing dehumanization and alienation in
mm unal and personal life.
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perhaps t he sec 0
n Book I II of the Works of
Paul of Aegina dea li g . ' t
Werewolves will serve as a
parable-for-mode r n - ti es.
F~r with its focus ~n
.
seemingly inexpli ca b e , sordld and taboo behavlor, lt
teaches a basic lesson ' n science and humanism.
This
is the third, and most
por ta nt self-appointed task
that led me to come w· h a pap er .
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